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100 Inspiring Stories to Enrich Your Life. This valuable collection of
stories will recharge your everyday routines and activities with focus,
energy and meaning. A quick and interactive read, it questions your
existing beliefs and reveals the secrets to inspired living. Test your
critical abilities, your values and judgment in different circumstances.
With deep messages for every reader, these rich, short stories will give
you courage and vision for a fulfilling life. They will help you judge right
from wrong; the good from bad. Read 100 Inspiring Stories to Enrich
Your Life to become a spiritually evolved, high-achieving and wellrounded individual. Dr. G. Francis Xavier is a trainer and author of
international repute. He is a gold medalist with a doctorate in selfimprovement. He has worked in prestigious capacities at several
educational institutions across India. He was formerly the Financial
Adviser to the Asian Confederation of Credit Unions (ACCU), Bangkok.
He now conducts the popular Trainers’ Training Program, both in India
and abroad. Dr. Xavier is the author of more than 15 books on diverse
subjects. His inspirational stories have been translated into eight Indian
languages.
Kumanan - H. ATMARAM & NADODI 1971-04-01
Kumanan the king of Mudiramalai, in Coimbatore district, Tamil Nadu,
was very fond of poetry. He loved poetry more than anything else. He

Simhasana Dvatrimsika - A N D Haskar 2007-01-07
Classic tales of courage and compassion The fabled monarch
Vikramaditya is considered a model of kingly virtues, and his reign a
golden age. These famous stories narrated by the thirty-two statuettes of
nymphs supporting the magic throne of Vikramaditya extol his courage,
compassion and extraordinary magnanimity. They are set in a framework
recounting the myths of his birth, accession, adventures and death in
battle, after which the throne remained concealed till its discovery in a
later age. A fascinating mix of marvellous happenings, proverbial wisdom
and sage precepts, these popular tales are designed to entertain as well
as instruct. Many have passed into folk literature. The original author of
the Simhasana Dvatrimsika is unknown. The present text is dated to the
thirteenth century AD. It exists in four main recensions, from which
extracts have been compiled together for the first time, in this lively and
faithful translation of this celebrated classic by a renowned Sanskritist
The Ocean of Story - Somadeva Bhaṭṭa 1984
100 Inspiring Stories to Enrich Your Life - G. Francis Xavier
2015-12-07
Do you find it difficult to cope with life sometimes? Or feel there is no
light at the end of the tunnel? Find your answers to life’s challenges with
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was also a very generous king. So much was his love for poetry that his
brother Ilankumanan felt that Kumanan was not fit to be a king.
Ilankumanan turned against his brother and took away his kingdom.
Being banished from his kingdom, Kumanan still continued his love for
poetry. Famous well known poets like Perunchithiranar and
Perunthalaichathanar, have sung in praise of Kumanan's generosity.
A Flowering Tree and Other Oral Tales from India - A. K. Ramanujan
1997-01-01
This book of oral tales from the south Indian region of Kannada
represents the culmination of a lifetime of research by A. K. Ramanujan,
one of the most revered scholars and writers of his time. The result of
over three decades' labor, this long-awaited collection makes available
for the first time a wealth of folktales from a region that has not yet been
adequately represented in world literature. Ramanujan's skill as a
translator, his graceful writing style, and his profound love and
understanding of the subject enrich the tales that he collected,
translated, and interpreted. With a written literature recorded from
about 800 A.D., Kannada is rich in mythology, devotional and secular
poetry, and more recently novels and plays. Ramanujan, born in Mysore
in 1929, had an intimate knowledge of the language. In the 1950s, when
working as a college lecturer, he began collecting these tales from
everyone he could--servants, aunts, schoolteachers, children, carpenters,
tailors. In 1970 he began translating and interpreting the tales, a project
that absorbed him for the next three decades. When Ramanujan died in
1993, the translations were complete and he had written notes for about
half of the tales. With its unsentimental sympathies, its laughter, and its
delightfully vivid sense of detail, the collection stands as a significant and
moving monument to Ramanujan's memory as a scholar and writer.
The Indian National Bibliography - 2010-07
Sri Neelakanta's Prasna Tantra - B.V. Raman 1993
Alice in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 2020-05-11
Tumble down the rabbit hole with Alice for a fantastical adventure in
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Wonderland. Published in 1865, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland has
delighted generations of readers, both young and old alike. Matte Cover
8.5x11'' Large Print Perfect as a coloring book
Sringeri Srinivas Learns to Laugh - Rohini Nilekani 2022-05-10
Sringeri Srinivas is notorious for the very deep, angry frown on his
forehead. Once he starts grimacing, everything and everyone around him
flees. But one day, when he is out looking after his banana plants,
something unexpected happens that makes the whole town look at him in
a new light. And I wonder if that makes Sringeri Srinivas look at life in a
new way. "Sringeri Srinivas Learns to Laugh" was originally published by
Pratham Books on the online platform StoryWeaver. Several of the
stories are written by Indian authors and set on the other side of the
world. In particular, the stories explore exciting topics such as scientific
discoveries and how we can look after each other and our planet.
A Bottle of Dew - Sudha Murthy 2013-10-15
Ramanatha has been neglecting all his responsibilities in search of a
magic potion that turns everything to gold, much to the chagrin of
Madhumati, his wife. So when he meets the famous sage, Mahipati, who
claims to know the secret to the potion, Ramanatha cannot believe his
luck. His quest has finally paid off. Or has it? Torn between supporting
her husband and doing what’s necessary, will Madhumati take control of
the situation? Find out in this tale by the master of witty stories, Sudha
Murty.
Vikram and the Vampire - Richard F. Burton 2020-07-26
Reproduction of the original: Vikram and the Vampire by Richard F.
Burton
Guru Charitra - Shree Swami Samarth 2008-08-01
Guru Charitra is one of the most revered scriptural texts of Hinduism.
Containing the biographies of Lord Dattatreya, (Lord Bramha, Vishnu
and Mahesh) and his subsequent incarnations Sripada Sri Vallabha and
Sri Narasimha Saraswati, it clarifies several doubts on religious dogmas,
rituals and doctrines through a conversation between the master and his
disciple. This book, steeped in lofty Hindu philosophical ideas also
portrays a picture of the social and economic condition of the medieval
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times in India, and the message conveyed by the numerous teachings of
the Guru needs to be understood in the context of those days. Reading of
this interactive account, written in simple and lucid language will give
strength and encouragement to spiritual aspirants to continue with their
sadhana (spiritual pursuit), enable them to overcome the various
problems of modern day living and fulfil their inherent wishes.
A History of Indian Literature - Sisir Kumar Das 2005
This Volume, The First To Appear In The Ten Volume Series Published By
The Sahitya Akademi, Deals With A Fascinating Period, Conspicuous By
The Growing Complexities Of Multilingualism, Changes In The Modes Of
Literary Transmission And In The Readership And Also By The
Dominance Of The English Language As An Instrument Of Power In
Indian Society.
Emperor Vikramaditya - Adity Kay 2019-07-25
Love. Family. Home. Chandra has sacrificed it all at the altar of duty.
now, he has to choose between duty and justice. India, fourth century
CE. Peace reigns in the land of Magadha, under the rule of Emperor
Samudragupta. New alliances are made every day, trade and the arts
flourish, and Chandra – the young prince – leads his father’s horse across
the length of Bharatvarsha as a part of the ashwamedha yagna,
cementing the emperor’s influence. The kingdom is at its peak, but
Chandra’s thoughts are clouded, his heart heavy. As his elder brother,
Ramagupta, prepares to take their ageing father’s place on the throne,
Chandra, bound as he is to obey the future king, wrestles constantly with
his brother’s decisions – decisions he believes are inimical to the stability
of the empire. And so begins a tale of conflict between two brothers: one
drunk on power, buoyed by the unmitigated support of the Pataliputra
court, the other a seeming outsider in the palace, who yet commands the
people’s loyalty and love. And when an enemy unlike any before rises to
challenge the Guptas’ might, Chandra must overcome his demons in
order to protect his people and become a king in his own right – he must
become Vikramaditya.
Twenty-Two Goblins - Arthur W. Ryder 2018-05-15
Reproduction of the original: Twenty-Two Goblins by Arthur W. Ryder
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An Introduction to the Study of Indian History - Damodar Dharmanand
Kosambi 1996-11
Kathapitha - Sivkishen Ji 2019-07
After massive research, the author already published two fabulous books
from the Series of Katha Sarit Sagara titled as 'Vikram Betal; and 'The
Amazing Throne' and now presenting Katha Sarit Sagara Book -1 titled
as 'Kathapitha' with the encouragement of Ms. Jocelyn C. Lee, California
USA is a contributing editor. She is an expert who has proven ability and
has readership draw and did excellent work in this book's preparation.
As the original author with the rights of both electronic, print and
publishing, he brought Kathapitha into life with fully illustrated with the
licensed Images and Content with authenticity! Even before this work
published, I have received excellent reviews and recommendations from
Jocelyn C. Lee, Dr. Keshab Mandal M.A (Triple), Ph. D., B.Ed., PGDBM
Researcher, Author, Publisher, and Columnist from Kolkata Area, India
and also from Prof. Surendera Kala, Professor Emeritus in Strategic
Management at Teerthanker Mahaveer University, Moradabad, India. All
their wonderful reviews and recommendations are furnished at Book
Reviews.The Katha Sarit Sagara opens with Parvati asking Shiva to tell
her stories that she had never heard before. These were overheard by
Pushpadanta, one of his attendants who repeat them to his wife Jaya who
was Parvati's Sevita. She, in turn, told these stories to Parvati who
enraged that Shiva had told her stories that even her Sevita knew. The
erring attendant, Pushpadanta was cursed to be reborn as Vararuchi as
well his accompli Malyavan was also cursed to be reborn on earth as
Gunadhya until he has spread these stories overheard far and wide.
Thus, they took their births and these stories reached earth and told in
the world of mortals by a narrator Gunadhya, a celestial being.
Gunadhya's Brihatkatha was authored in the Paisacha language with his
blood in the 1st AD. Brihatkatha means 'The Great Story', all the seven
tales that he heard from Shiva, on bark in his own blood using the
Paisachi language. This 'manuscript' was presented to a Satavahana king
by Gunadhya's students. King Simuka heard that Paisacha language and
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saw that they had the appearance of Pisachas said with a sneer: '... the
Paisacha language is barbarous... away with this Paisacha tale.' So
Gunadhya burnt the manuscripts of six of the seven tales that comprised
600,000 couplets and reserved only 100,000 in his Brihatkatha. When the
King Simuka chanced upon hearing this, he was entranced, and salvaged
from the proverbial flames. He decreed that it should be preserved. He
had obtained possession of the 100,000 couplets which formed the
Brihatkatha and composed the book named Kathapitha.Kathapitha or
Katha + Pitha mean the father of (Katha) stories, the great god Shiva,
who sat up the pedestal (Pitha) upon which Somadeva's dizzyingly
complex web of fabulous stories built. As per Kalhana's Rajatarangim
(1148 CE), a historical chronicle of the kings of Kashmir and dealt about
11th century King Anantadeva of Kashmir and Somadeva, a Sanskrit
scholar, who was in his court. Somadeva stated in his epilogue that he
composed Kathasaritsagara in Sanskrit with 22,000 Shloka for Queen
Suryavati. Each Shloka consisting of two half-verses of 16 syllables each.
He titled this work as Kathasaritsagara consisting of 18 books of 124
chapters which contain the pith of the Gunadhya's Brihatkatha.King
Anantadeva of Kashmir hoped that the Kathasaritsagara stories 'would,
even for a brief while, divert the queen's mind from the political
turbulence and strife in the kingdom, as he and his son Kalasa battled
each other for the throne. The King ensured that Somadeva imparted
them to his queen Suryavati. She loved all the stories in the vast,
rambling and thoroughly captivating treasure trove of tales. The queen
had spent her time in the worship of Lord Shiva. Kathapitha is a must for
educators, teachers, students, and librarians. The readers will love to
read, digest and remember for ages with wonder!
Grandma's Bag of Stories - Sudha Murty 2015-02-06
Who can resist a good story, especially when it’s being told by Grandma?
From her bag emerges tales of kings and cheats, monkeys and mice,
bears and gods. Here comes the bear who ate some really bad dessert
and got very angry; a lazy man who would not put out a fire till it
reached his beard; a princess who got turned into an onion; a queen who
discovered silk, and many more weird and wonderful people and animals.
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Grandma tells the stories over long summer days and nights, as seven
children enjoy life in her little town. The stories entertain, educate and
provide hours of enjoyment to them. So come, why don’t you too join in
the fun.
King Vikram and the Vampire - Captain Sir Richard F. Burton 1993-02-01
Translated by the noted Victorian Orientalist, Sir Richard F. Burton, from
the original Sanskrit, these ancient Indian folk tales influenced such later
works as 1001 Arabian Nights and Boccaccio's Decameron. First
published in 1870, these stories will entertain and delight modern
readers while illuminating the life and customs of classical India.
Baital Pachchisi - 2001
Among the many tales popular in India, one collection of stories has
existed not only in Sanskrit, but also in almost all the vernaculars. This is
the Baital Pachchisi, or Twenty-Five Tales of a Demon (or Sprite). They
are narrated by the sprite, who haunts the cemeteries, to Vikram, the
king of Oojein. John Platts is among the first to translate this collection
into English from the original Sanskrit.
Leader - Devdutt Pattanaik 2017-06-25
What does the Biblical story of Nathan and David say about effective
communication skills? How do you identify the Raja Bhoj, the Gangu Teli
and the Shekchilli in your office? What is the corporate equivalent of an
Ashwamedha yajna? Drawing from sources as diverse as the
Mahabharata and the Bible, the Vikram-Betal stories, the Iliad and the
Odyssey, Islamic tenets, the tales of rishis and kings, and fables from
around the world, Devdutt Pattanaik, India's leading mythologist,
provides a fascinating account of what leadership entails. How to choose
the right leader, effectively communicate with a boss, maintain the right
balance between discipline and leniency? In these and other workplace
situations, Pattanaik shows what leaders of today can learn about the art
of leadership from stories written thousands of years ago, things no
management course can teach.Leader: 50 Insights from Mythology uses
myths and legends to arrive at wisdom that is both time-worn and
refreshingly new, on what makes a good leader.
The Blue Umbrella - Ruskin Bond 2014
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In exchange for her lucky leopard's claw pendant, Binya acquires a
beautiful blue umbrella that makes her the envy of everyone in her
village, especially Ram Bharosa, the shop-keeper. Ruskin Bond's short
and humorous novella, set in the picturesque hills of Garhwal, perfectly
captures life in a village, where both heroism and redemption can be
found.
Tughlaq - Girish Karnad 1989

daughter are befriended by an odd-looking stranger who insists on
telling them stories of King Vikramaditya and his long-lost throne. As
Upa and her mother listen to these magical stories they begin to see the
goodness in the people around them and recognize the relevance of the
tales of King Vikramaditya in their lives today. Funny yet thoughtprovoking, Poile Sengupta's retelling of these ancient stories makes them
come alive like never before.
Stories of Vikramaditya - 2008

General Studies - YCT Expert Team
All India State PSC AE & PSU General Studies Chapter-wise Solved
Papers
VIKRAM & BETAL - MAPLE PRESS. 2017

Premchand - Short Stories - Premchand 2012-08
Chandamama - 2008
Selections from several modern Indic language editions of the children's
magazine Chandamama translated into English; stories based on Hindu
mythology, legends, and folk tales; includes brief history of the magazine
in pictures.
Manga Classics: The Stories of Edgar Allan Poe - Edgar Allan Poe
The Stories of Edgar Allan Poe is a brilliant collection of some of his bestknown stories: The Tell Tale Heart (a murder's haunting guilt), The Cask
of Amontillado (a story of brilliant revenge), and The Fall of the House of
Usher (an ancient house full of very dark secretes). Also included in this
collection are The Mask of the Red Death (horrors of 'the Plague'), and
the most famous of all his poems: The Raven (a lover's decline into
madness). Best read in a dimly-lit room with the curtains drawn, Poe's
brilliant works come to life in darkly thrilling ways in this Manga Classic
adaptation.
The Sarasvati Civilisation - G. D. Bakshi 2019
Who were the Harappans? How are they related to present-day Indians?
Was there never an "Aryan Invasion"? The Sarasvati Civilization: A New
Paradigm in Ancient Indian History brings together evidence from
satellite imagery, geology, hydrodynamics, archaeology, epigraphy,
textual hermeneutics, and DNA research to place together ancient Indian
history in the light of new discoveries and facts which were simply not
available to colonial historians of the 19th century and have been

Indian National Bibliography - B. S. Kesavan 2010-12
The Five and Twenty Tales of the Genie - Sivadasa 2006-08-31
Half mythical, heroic and sagacious, the emperor Vikramaditya is widely
regarded as India's greatest monarch. This collection of stories tells of
the ruler's fabled encounter with a vetala, a genie who inhabits the body
of a corpse. The emperor begs the spirit for his help against a mighty
necromancer and is told in return twenty-four tales, each of which
presents a situation he might face as a king and culminates in a riddle
that he must solve. With each answer, Vikramaditya displays his deep
wisdom, proving himself to be the ideal monarch and winning, in the
twenty-fifth tale, the guidance he needs from the vetala to destroy his
powerful enemy. Written down in medieval times but inspired by an oral
tradition stretching back centuries, these wise and witty tales rank
amongst the great masterpieces of Sanskrit literature.
Vikramaditya's Throne - Poile Sengupta 2016-06-17
A young girl’s father goes missing A strange old man insists on his
storytelling An ancient throne reveals forgotten tales When Upa's father
gets kidnapped from the tiny village where he was working, she and her
mother move to her great-grandmother's house in a small town, to
recover from the shock. There the dejected and worried mother and
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overlooked thereafter. At the heart of the ancient Indian Civilization was
the mighty Sarasvati river which was in full flow 5000-6000 years ago.
60-80 % of the so-called Indus Valley Civilisation sites which have been
discovered are not on the banks of the Indus but on the course of the
Sarasvati. The drying-out of the river is the most significant factor in the
history and migrations of the ancient Indians. With new evidence, the
time has come for a significant paradigm shift in Indology. This book
breaks new ground to lay the foundation for an authentic Indian history.
The Coronavirus - Swapneil Parikh 2020-04-05
On the eve of 31 December 2019, as the world celebrated the start of a
new decade, the province of Wuhan alerted the World Health
Organization of several 'flu-like' cases. Less than a week later, a novel
coronavirus, was identified. In February, the disease it caused was
named COVID-19. Even now, as the global infection rate crosses
1,00,000 and the death toll surpasses 3000, we are yet to understand the
threat posed by this new coronavirus. There is no vaccination to prevent
it, and no antiviral to cure the sick. While high numbers are being
reported daily, agencies may still be unaware of many cases. The
symptoms of Coronavirus are dangerously similar to that of the common
flu: fever, coughing, breathlessness, tiredness, headache and muscle
pain. But in India, that has such a high population density, we will have
to do more than just stick to Namaste to greet each other. It seems that a
crippling pandemic is inevitable. While some of us may find it easier to
resign ourselves to fate, what we need most right now is credible and
comprehensive information from professionals that can help us
understand what the Coronavirus is, and how we can prepare and
protect ourselves against it. This is the first book that addresses the
history, evolution, facts and myths around the pandemic. The
Coronavirus is a timely must-read for everyone keen on understanding its
impact and fallout.
Hayavadana - Girish Raghunath Karnad 1975
A Yakshagana folk theatre piece, combining music, dance and drama.
Two young heroes, Devadatta, a man of the intellect, and Kapila, a man
of the body, are both attracted to Padmini, who marries Devadatta. When
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the rivalry threatens their friendship each man commits suicide by
cutting off his own head. Through the intervention of the goddess Kali
the men are brought back to life but Padmini accidently mixes the heads
up, attaching them to the wrong bodies. A subplot fleshes out the theme
of the search for completeness: Hayavadana wants to lose his horse's
head and become fully human.
The Best of Vikram Betal - Pratibha Kasturia 2017-03-02
Krishna - Sunita Bansal Pant 2020
Taking twenty critical aspects of Krishna's leadership traits like power,
strategy, team-building, communication, work-life balance, rules,
stability, behaviour, decision-making, justifiable means, non-justifiable
means, goals, personal growth, vision statement, karma, work etiquette,
time management, greed and loyalty, Krishna: The Management Guru
shows how lessons from Krishna's life can be applied to our
contemporary competitive corporate world.
Stories & Fairy Tales - Hans Christian Andersen 1897
A Pedestrian on a Highway - Gayathri Devi Dutt 2019-02-04
Nearly everyone wants to 'peep'. Inevitable, if you want to understand
something in entirety. May be a few concrete abominations behind scenic
woods? Something telling you there is just more? These memoirs are an
honest, tender meeting of that need to peep with the impulse to show - a
type of nascent voyeurism. Behind the gritty, forbidding persona of the
professional woman lies the engaging story of a vulnerable girl who
grappled with childhood prejudices, social dogma and disheartening
career plateaus. These are Gayathri's lessons with life. From legal battles
through miscarriages, she had very few guides. While her revelations are
trepidatious, they offer a glimpse into the emotional turbulence that
characterizes the 'lifescape' of a woman emerging out of patriarchal
structures from early childhood through her 60s. This is an everyday
story whose power grows over time. Dr Deepthi, Asst Professor.Dept of
English. Govt First Grade college for women. Ramanagara.
Vikram and Vetal - Poile Sengupta 2016-06-17
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down generations—are narrated to a twelve-year-old girl by a mysterious
old man. But who is this storyteller? And what connects the girl to a king
from ancient times? Poile Sengupta brings alive the age-old Vikram and
Vetal stories in a new, energetic way. Funny, sad, serious and strange,
this unique retelling proves how relevant these tales remain even today.

Peace and prosperity for his kingdom or freedom from a tiresome ghost?
King Vikramaditya’s justice is put to the test. And how is a twelve yearold girl connected to this tale? The tale of King Vikramaditya and a Vetal
testing the king’s famed sense of justice is a classic. Many centuries
later, these stories—that King Vikramaditya had asked for to be handed
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